**CURLWORKS’ 4-FINGER TOONY PUFFY PAW PATTERN**

This is an advanced pattern for those with sewing/costume building experience. This pattern does not include seam allowance. This pattern is completely free to use for personal use as well as for commissioned work, as long as you credit us! We’d love to see what you make with this, so be sure to tweet at us: @CurlworksKigus

To give the fingers their puffy shape, make small polyfill-stuffed pillows with lycra or lightweight cotton. They do not have to conform to the shape of the fingers like our example; square or rectangular pillows work just as well! When wearing the paws, your fingers will sit between the pillow and the bottom of the paw.

**Materials**
- Faux Fur (approx 1/2 yd)
- Vinyl, Minky, or Fleece (for paw-pads & claws)
- Cotton or Lycra (for pillows)
- Polyfill (to stuff fingers & claws)

**Helpful pawpad applique tutorial: https://goo.gl/JrJ9V1**
Remember to flip these finger patterns, otherwise you'll end up with two left (or right) paws!
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